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I~orpurposes of closer study" I have limited my subjeot to
the dr-amas of John Galsworthy. However" it is well known that his
novels are also filled with many social implications" some of which
are closely correlated to those in his plays. In order that I
might more fully cover my subject" I have eliminated the novels
from my study.
I wish to acknowledge here my appreciation to Dr. John S.
Harrison" head of the English department at Butler Univ"ersity" for
his help and guidance in my work, and to Dr. Gino A. Ratti, Dean











V. THE TRAGEDY OF IDEALISM .


















1. Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and
have not charity, I am become as sounding brass or a tinkling c~r.mbal.
2. And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all
mysteries, and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I
could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing.
3. And though I bestlf~ all my goods to feed the poor, and
though I give my body to be burned, and have not charity, it pro-
fiteth me nothing.
4. Charity suffereth lOIlgand is kind; charity envieth not,
charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up,
5. Doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is
not eaSily provoked, thinketh no evil;
6. Rejoiceth not in iniquity. but rejoiceth in the truth;
7. Beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all
things, endureth all things.
8. Charity never faileth; but whether there be prophecies.
they shall fail. whether there be tongues, they shall cease; whether
there be knowledge, it shall vanish away.
9. For- we know in part and we prophesy in part.
10. But when that which is perfect is oome, then that which
is in part shall be done awa.y.
11. When I was a child. I spoke as a child, I understood as
a ohild, I thought as a child; but when I became a man, I put away
childish things.12. For nmv we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to
face; nov; I know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am
known. 13. And nov, abideth faith, hope, and charity, these three; but
the greatest of these is charity.
With these inunortalwords, Paul the Apostle explained the
great need for charity in the world. Centuries later, John Gals-
worthy, an Englisrunan, read and believed the words of Paul, and he
incorporated their ideas in his works, especially in his dramas ,
Practically all of his dramas are expositions of the thirteenth
chapter of Paul's First Letter to the Corinthians. Galsworthy saw
the need for charity, for understanding in our world today. He
1
2wanted to communicate that need to the publi~~ and he used. as his
medium, the drama.
~~. Galsworthy believed that drama siou1d be written with a
definite purpose in mind. He said, "A Drama must be shaped so as
to have a spire of meaning. 1very grouping Df life and oharaoter
has its inherent moral; and the business of the dramatist is so to
pose the group as to bring that moral pOignantly to the light of
day. "I Charity. was, as has been said, one of' his basic themes.
He had an extraordinary skill in revealing th.einherent absurdity
of man-made institutions and conventions. He waS concerned with
the social conventions of marriage and the general relation of man
to man. He exposed "the irony of things.II2
Ga1sworthy loved to deal with situations, a factor which is
one of the first essentials of a good drama. His central situation
is the moral or social problem at the bottoIllof the play. He prac-
tically never relied on dialogue for introducing his theories. ex-
cept so far as dialogue developed and explained the situation. He
depended on his charaoters and their aotions to enforce his moral.
Having chosen his situation, he proceeded to balance it with ~vo con-
trasting groups. one on either side. He tended to subordinate the
human interest to the moral. He carried on his propaganda almost
entirely by situations.
P. P. Hmve said that the drama of Mr. Gal~vorthy is a drama
lBarret H. Clark, A study of Modern Drama, New York and
London: D. Appleton and Company, 1925~ p. ~75. -
2Ibid., p. 273.
3which finds its sufficient motive in the faot that things ~.3 That
is both its strength and weakness. The social drama, as N~. Gals-
worthy wrote it, may find its complications in colleotive life
rather than in the life of the individual; it may do altogether
without unravelling. "Its danger is that it may content itself
with the exhibition of institutions or sink into the promulgation
of theses.,,4 Mr. Galsworthy is free of the second , but not always
of the first. He had the art of skillful e~libition and sooial con-
trast. He wanted us to understand, and he makes us wonder what
ought to be done about oonditions.
Mr. Galsworthy wrote a drama of social distinctions. His
plays sometimes take on almost the symmetry of an argument, but they
remain remarkably unheated. The author had a passionate love of
justice, but he was content to lead the social thought by presenting
pictures of life without exaggeration. He leaves his audience to
solve the problems he has presented. He looks at both sides of the
question, with impartiality, and then pleads for a better under-
standing. Yet he never resorts to melodrama. He discards coinci-
dence and mechanical contrivance and reduces his dialogue to simple
austerity. He employs the realistic method, but does not lose, in
the process, his artistry nor his spiritual disoernment. His was
"Realism, transcended with spiritual understanding.n5
3p• P. Howe, Dramatio Portraits, New York: Mitchell Ken-
nerly, 1913, p. 233.
4Ibid., p. 234.
5Nellie B. Miller, The Living Drama, New York and London:
The Century Company, 1924, p. 307.
4The drrunas of John Gal~vorthy appeal more to the reason than
to sent;~ent. H had °t lOt f . d~.. e a v~ a ~ y 0 m~n # rather than passion. He
hated hypocrisy~ self-righteousness~ and strife. He had a highly
developed artistio and moral conscLenoe , VvillirunLyons Phelps said,
liTheaudience is the villain. The unpardonable sin is indifference."G
He aims direotly at the intelligence of the spectators. His interest
is in Humanity.
Critics are divided in their opinions of Mr. Galsworthy. Some
believe he is unsurpassable as a dra.matist~while others feel his re-
serve ruins the dramatic effect of his work. Clayton Hamilton said
The trouble with Mr. Galsworthy, at bottom, is that he does
not really like to \vrite plays ••••• He feels that he has
certain things to say about the problems of oontemporary
life, that it is his duty to say these things to the public,
and that these things can be said to the public most ef-
fectively through the medium of the drruna••••• There
is something a little appalling in t¥e idea of anybody
writing a play from a sense of duty.
Galsworthy felt the patrician's sense of responsibility for the errors
of the social order. He wrote as a social investigator. "He does not
know what ought to be done; but at least he can write a play to call
attention to the need of doing some-chd.ng , ,,8
On the other hand, John Galsworthy's temperament was that of
a complete artist, rounded off by the emotions of a noble heart and
the disquietude of a courageous thought. His criticism moves along
lines to that intelleotual endeavor whose example, set by Matthew
6vYilliam Lyons Phelps, Esss.ys on Modern Dramatists, New York:
The Macmillan Company~ 1921 ..p. 106.
7C1ayton Hamilton, Conversations on Contemporary Drama., New
York: The Macmillan Compa.ny..1924~ p. 131.
8Ibid., p. 134.
5Ar-nol.d, George Meredith, and Samuel Butler, is follow-edamong the
contemporaries by George Bernard ShaVland R. G. V1lells;but he com-
bines with it elements which are his own; 8. more thorough cosmo-
politan detaclunent" the independence of a nor-a.Inature wh.i.chlooks
without any prejudice at the prominent or subtle traits of the British
character, and appreciates them with bold treedom; on the other hand,
a f'undamerrba.L moderation in which one divines" not the need of a
compromise, but a many sided perception of things; a tact of the mind
which never lets itself go as far as system, exaggeration" paradox,
and which tempers logic with common sense. "The pity of John Gals-
worthy oontinues a thoroughly English tradition; it reminds one of
Dickens, and of a whole century stirred by social compunction; it
adds to that general background ..to that philanthropy of so many
tender souls" a more quick and intense, often painful thrill, whioh
resembles that of the Russian novel, the glow of a fraternity in
which the mysticism of the East seems to have infused its ardour ..
and which extends the love of life to all ll.ature.1I9 However, this
cult of sent~ent is free from almost all eentimentality. The re-
serve of the man, the economy of -thewriter, check the expression
of the emotion s~ort of the limit where it would lose the merit of
sobriety. The emotion in Galsworthy is in'i;ellectualized.
The theater of John Galsworthy is :nota compromise; it is a
supple and fine adaptation of the philosophical type to the concrete
necessities of the stage. Each play is butlt on a frame of ideas;
but these are not put on from the outside; such situations are selected
~l
9Emile Legouis and Louis Cazamian" A History of English Litera-
ture, New York: The Macmillan Comlrany, 19,35,p. 1318-1319.
6as .'11
vn # through their spontaneous development, suggest to our minds
the terms between which an abstract relation may be established. The
pictures which he has drawn of the conflicts of forces or feelings.
from wllich a susceptible consoienoe will realize the oomplex nature
of duty. pre ••
rve
a truly objeotive spirit. They stimUlate reflection
rather than teaoh a doctrine.Mr. Ga1sWo
rt
hy's dramas have five distinguishing characteris-
tics. F' .' ·t1rst among these is h1s evident s1ncer
1 y. He wanted to shOW
life steadily and as a whole, avoiding all artifice, sentimentality,
and straining .rter effect. H. waS faithful and conscientious in
representing reality. whether what he wrote pleased his audienoe or
not. This was a full reaotion against Victorianism. A second marked
characteristic is hiS sY"'P.thy. He had the capacity to identif'y him-
self w:l.ththe experiences of others, He is a typical representative
of modern humanitarianism. HiS emotional nature lead him to charity.
sympathy. and toleration. Third is hiS great impartiality. He
always showed both sides of the question. Hamilton believes that his
"01 . 10 b th d'Y"'P"'" neutrality" hur-t hiS plays, eoause e au 1e""e wants to
be partisan. Another characteristio is hiS prevailing irony· ne oon-
stantly reminded us that. even arter the spirit of fairness and im-
partiality has been exercised to the utmost, there ia a disooncerting
twist in things which c"""ot be whOlly accounted for or eliminated.
Lastly. in .11 of his playS is a re.,ing of pity and indignation.
~l1.e ap1l'~t Qf C.~Sol.OIl o"",.1ne" ",;_thhot anger may b. to_d the
me st important of GalsWorthy IS ehe.tnllter~Gt~U' ~1thoul!h 1t ~s tb.e
10Clayb.:He:mU M'" .2.""..... at.~ "" 0ontell\PO:'$ Drama •.New
The 1mcmillall company~ 1984~p. 14a.York:
7least obtrusive. The plays are an indictment or the whole fabric of
modern civilization, and at the same time, a passionate appeal for
understanding sympathy with the innocent victimS of the social system.
Galrrworthy wanted justice in all things; but he wanted a justice tem-
pered with charity.
Vv-iththis review of Mr. Galsworthy's purpose of writing and his




John Gal~rthy, in his plays, aimed almost exclusively at
the
representation o£ contemporary li£o, in its familiar, everyday
aspects. To him, the humdrum world around us provided quite su££i-
cient dramatio material £or his purposes. In the £irst place, dra-
matic themes are Suggested by the variouS £amily relationships of'
life.
The loyalties or antagonisms of husband and wife, the struggle
to escape iTom an unhaPPY marriage, -,herevolt of youth against par-
ental authority and control, the generosity of young people and the
powers of attraotion they exercise on one another--the
se
provided
Galsworthy with admirable subjects for dr_tic trea'-ment.
In the play, ~, we are introduced to Golonel Hope, .a ,-e-
tired army o£ficer, who is living on hiS pension somewhere on bhe
River Thames above oxford. With him are his ,dfe, Mrs. Hope; their
daughter Letty, married to Earnest Blunt, a youth of twenty-ei~t;
J"Y. aged seventeen, who is loved by Die)'Jlerton, her senior by three
,
years; a maidS erva
nt
caned Ros e, and Mi ss Beech, or "peachy, n an old
governess friend of the family.
"l"Jhenthe play opens, these are ex-
pecting the arrival o£ Colonel Hope'S niece, Mrs. Gwyn, aged thirty-
six. Mrs. O<'Y" is the "",ther of JCYYby a husband who has disappeared
out of her life ronny yearS be£ore• and she is seeking another mate.
who is expected to arrive with her. in the person of the Hon. Maurice
Lever. director of a mining company in South Africa.
8
9Nothing particula.r happens to these people except a vivacious
discussion on the re-arrangement of bedrooms to accommodate the ex-
pected guests, a dispute regarding a game of tennis. various pre-
parations for a dance that is to take place the same evening, and, in
the case of the young people, some mild love-making. Owing to its
faithful portrayal of the rather banal life of ordinary persons, and
-the complete absence from it of anything that can be desoribed as
dramatic incident, !.2JL is the only play of Galsworthy's which closely,
yet probabIy unconsciously, resembles in style the plays of Tchehov.
And yet these characters are interesting. The sub-title tells
us that ~ is "a play on the letter I." It is, really, a study of
the inveterate egoism of human nature, whd.ch is certainly most con-
spicuous in family life. The pronoun I and its derivatives are
printed in italics about forty times in the course of the play, and
this emphasis of expression is assigned to each of the prinoipal
characters in turn. The taint of egoism expresses itself in a great
variety of ways.
Colonel Hope's egoism is that of wounded vanity. No man in
the army, he thinks, has been treated so badly as himself. He is the
sort of person who will quarrel over nothing, and argue for hours
whether a certain tennis-ball was out of court or not. To show his
stubborn independence of opinion, he is prepared to invest a large
Stun of money in mining shares just because his wife and his guest,
Lever, advise him against it.
Mrs. Hope has the egoism of the managing woman who likes to
order people abou-t. What worries her is not that her husband should
invest in mining shares, but that he should think of doing so without
10
consulting her.
Blunt, on the other hand, has all the egoism of a t-v.renty-eight
year old man. He knows all about everything, and his opinions are al-
ways right. He would have everybody look at things from an impersonal
standpoint; but when his comfort is disturbed, he finds it a IIdeuoed
nuisance.1I
Lever's egoism is that of worldly self-interest. He is pre-
pared to sell his mining shares which are worthless, even though he
harms his host by so doing. He takes the easiest path to everything.
Mrs. Gvvyn's egoism resembles his; it is that of a woman who demands
that life shall conform to her desires. She is prepared to sacrifice
the happiness of anyone if by doing so she can secure her ovm.
The most interesting forms of egoism are those of the young
lovers', Joy and Dick Merton. Joy is petulant, wilful. and perverse.
She expects everybody else to revolve around her and play the game she
wants. In particular, she dislikes Lever, simply because she is
jealous of him and wants her mother all to herself. Dick Merton's
egoism is the subtle egoism of the lover. He truly believes his love
to be special and different. Yet while he does all he can to please
Joy, he never suspects he is really seeking his own happiness all the
time.
These various forms of egoism, each of which defends itself
on the ground that it is a "special casell, are easily seen through by
Miss Beech, who is the sympathatic character of the play. It is she
who utters the final wisdom of the play. IIWe'reall as ho11OV'.as that
treel&Then it's ourselves, it's always a special casel"ll Joy brings
IlJohn Galsv.rorthy,~. Act III.
11
out one of Galsworthy's soundest principles--most of life's troubles
arise from some lack of sympathy or imaginative understanding. and this
failure of understanding is due to egoistio self-absorption a.ndthe
lack of love.
A Family l~ is chiefly interesting as a study of the disaster
which inevitably awaits the assertion of too much authority in domestio
life. John Builder is an unimaginative, hot-tempered man who thinks
he can control and govern his wife, his daughters. and his household
in any way he likes. But to his great annoyance, "freedom" is in the
air. The play reveals the Rrogress of his disillusioament. By his
use of misplaced masterfulness. he alienates his elder daughter
Athene, who goes off to live with an artist, claiming to be married
to him "to all intents and purposes"l2 though not in le,w. His younger
daughber , Maud. then follows suit; since she has been told she has a
IIfilmface" she wants to enter that profession. Next to leave is
~~s. Builder, who finds she can bear her husband's ,vaysno longer.
Even the French maid, Camille, to whom Builder makes love, turns
from him in disgust. Finally he is put in prison for striking his
own child and assaulting a constable.
The play is absurdly improbable and even farcical, but it
successfully derides the idea that a man oan treat the members of
his family like pieces of property. The irony of the situation lies
in the impression which the boasted English family life makes on other
nations. liTheEnglishman ha.vehis life in the family," says the
French ma.id, Camille; "the Frenchman have his life outside •••••
l2John Galsworthy, A Family Man, Act I, Scene II.
12
Too mooch in the family. like a rabbit in a 'utch.,,13
In additien to. these two. plays which revolve around family
Iii's" Galsvrerthy intreduces domestic problems into plays on other
themes. The relations which exist be+ween husbands and vrives in the
various dramas are full of interest. There are scenes of acute ten-
sLon betv.reenKatherine a.ndStephen More in The Mob, Mr. and Mrs.
Hillcrest in The Skin Game, between Sir -wvilliamand Lady Cheshire in
The Eldes·t;Son, and between Mr. and Nlrs. Barthwick in The Silver Box.
The only couple which seems really affectionate is Lord and Lady
William Dromondy in The Feundatiens. The nagging a.ndfault-finding
wii'e is found in Mrs. March in Windows, and Mrs. Hope in i!5!JL. Jim
Jones in The Silver Box, John Builder in A Family Man, and Geerge
Dedmond in The Fugitive are instanoes of'the husband who takes the
upper hand with marital cruelty and lack of sympathy. Galsworthy
pictures six wives who desert their husbands ..but he also.shews women
who remain deveted in spite ef the ruthless treatment they receive.
~ve husbands, fer very different reasons, refuse to.have
children by their wives. Colin Mo.recombe, in The Show, is afraid
he will communicate insa.nity to his children, though this is a secret
he keeps from his wife. David Roberts, in Strife, argues that '~hen
a working man's baby is born, it's a toss-up from breath to breath
whether it ever dra.ws anether, and so on all 'is life; an' when he
comes to.be oLd , it's the wor-khouse or the grave.nl4 Similarly,
Faith Ely in ·vifindowskills her infant litosave it f'r-omliving.nl5
13John Galsworthy, A Family Man, Act I, Scene II.
l4John Galswerthy, Strife, Act II, Scene I.
15John Galsworthy, Windov;s, Act II.
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Bob Lerronyin The Foundations refuses to marry and bring children into
the wor-Ld for a like r-eason, "r don't want ter myke no food fer
pahder.,,16 Usually" however" any interference with the prompting of
nature in these matters is deprecated. Says Poulder, the butler in
The Foundations" "Purity an' Future of the Race Campaign! So much
purity there won't be a future race.,,17 And it is the complaint of
Sylvanus Heythorp in Old English" that his daughter Adele is "too
holy" ever to be married..
The youth question is an interesting one to the playwright
also. First ..the sons of wealthy parents show a tendency to be un-
worthy of their positions. Jack Barthwick in The Silver Box, Bill
Cheshire in The Eldest Son, and Bob Pi11in in Old English are fine
examples of this. Galsworthy then introduced the spirit of revolt
in youth today" its demands for freedom to live its own life regard-
less of traditions. Dot Cheshire in The Eldest Son is for the eman-
cipation of her sex, and Athene and Maud Build.er in A Family Man
actually break their home ties. Ann Welh~ in The Pigeon and Adele
in Old English both reprimand their fathers unmercifully. On the
other hand, many of'Galsworthy ,s young people are very generous and
helpful to their parents. Jill Hillcrest and Rolf Hornblower in
The Skin Game tried to reconcile their parents. Edgar and Enid
Anthony try to mitigate the harshness of their father in Strife.
In Windov.rs"Johnny March pleads that Faith Bly be given a chance to
recover her good name in the family circle. Walter Row, in Justioe,
l6John Galsworthy" The Foundations" Act II.
l7Ibid ...Aot III.
14
argues with his father to be lenient with Falder, who has forged a
check. Gals¥vorthy's young people are chivalrously idealistic, ready
to forgive~ and unYfilling to perpetuate the feuds of their parents.
As Ralph Builder said in A Family Man. "All these young people are so
queer and delightful.n18
Thus it can be seen that Galsworthy knew and understood family
relationships as they exist in contemporary times. He showed us all
kinds of life--rich, poor, happy. unhappy, honest, dishonest, all in
a very realistic manner. He wanted others to understand and to treat
with charity the troubles which most families encounter.




A second theme which is used in John Gal5Worthy's plays is
that of social injustice. The community as a whole is often muoh
harsher and more cruel than the individuals who compose it. Such a
community. in devising institutions and setting up machinery for its
own protection and the punishment of offenders~ may inflict much
misery and even injustice on innocent people~ although the intentions
of the administrators may be h~ne and kind. Instances of conflict
be'bween communal rights and indi'ridualclaims provide fine material
for drama. Three of N~. Gal~{orthy's shaw us social injustice in one
form or another.
In The Silver Box, there is the mechanical, almost unconscious
favoring of the rich at the expense of the poor in the law courts. In
this, Jack Bartmvick and Jim Jones are both found guilty of theft on
the same evening, when they got intoxicated together. Jack took a
girl's purse, and Jim a silver Cigarette box from the Barthwick home.
Their cases were the same in many respects, but with one important
difference; Jack's father is a wealthy Liberal Member of Parliament
while Jones is a loafer out of work. l\!irs.Jones, the ohar woman at
the Barthwick home, is the only person known to have been in the room
when the box was found to be missing. She is suspected, and later
the police inspector finds the box in her house. Jones admits the
theft, and attacks the officer for trying to arres·t his wife. A
police court case follow·s. The elder Barthwick wants to keep Jack's
15
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connection in the case quiet, so he hires a lawyer. In the end, the
theft of Jack i.spassed over, and Jones is condemned to a month's
hard labor. On reviewing the two thefts, it can be seen that they
were very similar. Both were drunk when the thefts took place; both
lost interest in the articles after -theyhad been stolen; both were
without; any moral compunctions for what they did. The difference
lies in the fact that Jonas gives a truthful account of it all, while
Jack resorts to forgetfulness and lying. Galsworthy was attacking
the man who loves fine phrases and professes liberal principles,
yet the moment his interests are threatened, turns cad. Class is
pitted against class here, and the weal-thy do not hesitate to destroy
the poor who get in their way.
The Show demonstrates how acute may be the suffering and wrong
inflicted on private individuals through the needless gratifying of
pub Lf,ocuriosity by means of the Press and other ways. Colin More-
oombe , a famous flyer in the war, had shot himself, and his death
caused much public interest. The detectives and newspapermen began
prying into his private affairs ruthlessly. In the course of the
inquiry" it is found that Morecombe had been married for four years, ,
but that he had lived apart from his wife for the past fifteen months,
and that she had been in the rooms of another man, Geoffrey Darrel,
when the suicide took place. Then" they discovered that Morecombe
had spent the preceding day at Richmond with Daisy Odihanl,a young
waitress who had been his mistress for about a year. This all caused
much public interest, and the Press played the story up regardless of
the feelings of those involved. Colonel Roland Morecombe's father-
in-law, and an old fashioned Irish Catholic of nearly seventy, is
17
shocked beyond expression at learning of his daughter's secret in-
trigues with Darrel. Lady Morecombe, the flyer's mother, who thinks
her son a hero, is agonized when she hears of her son's reputed affair
with Daisy Odiham. And Daisy's father is likevdse hurt and wonders
why his daughter should be so publicly disgraced. Yet they cannot
find a reason for the suicide. Mor-ecombe was known to have written a
letter the day before, but no one knew to whom it was sent. Finally,
a Lt. Oswald, R. N., appears with the letter, which, they learn, was
sent to him. In it, Morecombe revealed that he had been subject to
fits of insanity, and that this was the reason for his separation from
his wife, for he did not want her to know of it. So he had decided to
commit suicide since his condition was getting worse.
Consider, then, how much harm had needlessly been afflicted.
A dead man's reputation was ruined; the bvo dearest to him had their
private affairs dragged before the public eye; at least three others
had their finest feelings outraged; and all to no purpose. ~~. Gals-
worthy did not spare the Press. Journalists are introduced into five
of his pLay s, and in no one of them do they appear in a favorable
light. In The ShO'<'I".Colonel Ro l.and speaks of them as "ghoulish
harpies and cats who feed a gaping public on any garbage of devil's
gossip that will sell their papers. ,,19 Mr. Brovmbee in Old English
says, liThePress is very peculiar--they seem to have no -- no pas-
sions.,,20 It is the Press who leads the feeling against Stephen More
in The Mob, and Faith Bly in Windows. In the latter, Johnny March
oomplains that the papers "put in all the vice and leave out all the
19John Galsworthy, The Show, Act II, Scene I.
20John Galsworthy, Old English, Act I, Scene II.
,
18
virtue and call it human nature.II2l The play which makes it seem most
abominable, however, is The Foundations, where the interviewer is
sh~rn as vulgar, calloused, fond of cliches, cheap sentimentality,
and the sensational. Galsvrorthy did well to call attention to the
suffering which the newspapers inflict, and to remind us that this
social cruelty arises simply from insensitiveness and lack of imagin-
ation, the failure to enter sympathetically into the feelings of
others or to put ourselves into the plaoes of those whom we make our
victims.
In The Forest, we are in the regions of high finance, and made
to feel the soope of its operations and the extent of its power. In
the period of the late 'nineties, just before the Boer vvar,when
African shares are in danger of going down, Adrian Bastaple is in-
terested in "South African Concessions" and sees that the shares will
go up much in value if only the company can employ coolie labor. He
is going to bring this about by diverting attention to the iniquities
of the slave trade in the Belgian Central Africa. He arranges that
an expedition, led by a John Strood, shall set out from the coast
and bring back word of this slavery in time for the general meeting
of "South African Concessions," due to be held ten months later.
Strood is fine for this mission, since he is unscrupulous, and can
eaSily stir up trouble in that territory. Suspicion is thrown off
by the assurance that his expedition is being sent out to hunt up
the remaining traces of Congo slave trade. On reaching Lake Albert
Edward Nyanza, Strood hears a rumor that diamonds have been discovered
21John Gal~orthy, Windows, Act II.
,
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farther south, and he immediately sets out to find them and claim them
for England. Unfortunately, he makes an enemy of a half-caste Arab
girl who does not understand him or his ethics. And, 9.S he passes
through a district which is infested with swamps and cannibals, he
is surroUl~ded and killed. His death is suspected, but not known for
certain by the only member of the party who survives, and who duly
reports in London the complete failure of the expedition. Therefore,
at the general meeting of "South Afrioan Concessions, II the proposal
to employ coolie labor is rejected and the shares fall.
Bastaple then engineers a report from a news agency in Lisbon
to the effect that Strood has aotually reaohed the coast, and reported
the disoovery of diamond fields. The shares rise. so Bastaple sells
out his dummy holdings at an enormous profit before the crash of the
Boer ~ar oomes. He has so covered his tracks that the triokery can
never be exposed. Here again is a case of great injustioe accompanied
by the infliction of a vast amourrb of suffering. Hundreds of investors
were fre.udulently robbed; Strood and other members of his party lost
their lives; a company of slave carriers were brutally treated, until
many of them deserted and were killed; and all so that Bastaple could
make a fortune.
The cases of social injustice dealt with here are very dif-
ferent, yet they are alike in that they show the great egoism of human
nature. People fail to think in terms of common good, or to imagine
the effeots of their actions upon others. There is too much aoquies-
cence in life, and not enough charity and understanding.
CllAP'rER IV
SOCIAL DETERIORATION
A third sphere of interest is the social degeneration which
arises almost inevitably out of social injustice. The failures and
the outcasts of -I:;hesocial system are well known, but the reasons for
their conditions should be traced. Along with this is the case of
social failures after the process of deterioration is complete. The
effects and the possibilities of these people make an interesting
study for the drrunatist. Three plays of Galsworthy deal with the
subject of social deterioration. They try to show us the forces that
go into the making of -t;heoutcast of society.
In Justice, Falder, the twenty-three year old junior clerk
in -t:;heoffice of John and Walter How, a firm of solicitors, is a
pale, nervous young man of weak will. but a chivalrous disposition.
He is interested in the patient, long suffering Ruth Honeywill,
whose husband has tried to kill her and who has escaped with her
three children while he was asleep. Falder decides they should
escape to South America as man and wife. He forges a check in order
to get enough money to do this, fully intending to pay the money back.
The theft is easily deteoted, however. vialter How, the son of the
head of the firm, pleads that his father give Falder another chanoe.
But John Hm~ refUses, especially when he learns that a woman is in-
volved. He is prosecuted for felony, convicted, and committed to
penal servitude for three years. Falder almost goes mad becau~e of
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the treatment he receives, and at the end of two and one-half years
he is paroled. Both his health and reputatien were ruined, and he
cannot; find a job. Ruth talks him Lnbo applying at his old firm,
where Walter Hew talks his father intO'offering him a job--but John
How stipulates that he give up Ruth. Each refuses to give up the
other, hmvever, since their leve is the ene saving element in both
their lives. Then a police officer appears and charges Falder with
seeking employment by means of forged references, and with failing
to'report to the parole board at the proper time. In despair, Falder
throws himself down the stone staircase and breaks his neck.
Faith Bly in Windows was brought up by her father to "follew
her instincts," and consequently had an illegitimate child when only
eighteen. She suffecated the baby "to'save it frem living," and was
imprisoned for infanticide for twO' years. Upen her release, she is
empleyed as a maid in the heuse where her father is a windovrwasher.
No one there understands Fa.itho NI.r.Bly is a psychological novelist
who 'was trying to prove that "Whatever is, is wrong." Nlrs. March
suspects and dislikes Faith from the beginning. Her son, Jehnny,
is an impractical idealist who has nO'sense of humer. He wants to'
save Faith, and i~ even prepared to marry her. Only the coek really
knews her. Faith was completely unfitted for demestio service--she
wants to see life. When she makes Jehnny kiss her, Mrs. Maroh insists
that she leave, although Johnny tries to shield her. Finally, Faith's
lever appears and even Johnny sees that he is no good. A police in-
specter enters and tells them that the man is a seuteneur whO'makes
a living out of the earnings of fallen women. The March family then
tries to'persuade Faith to stay, but she goes out saying, "There's
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nothing to be done with a girl like me."22
Clare, in The Fugitive, occupies a better social position than
either Faith or Falder. She is married to George Dedmond, an average
Englishman, six years older than herself, with vmom she has nothing
in connnon , Clare loves beauty, while George is very matter-of-fact.
After five years of this kind of life, Clare deserts her husband, and
goes to Ma.lise" a friend who writes, for advice. She gets a job
selling gloves behind the counter of a draper's shop for a while,
but eventually goes to live with Malise, since she is unfitted by
temperament and training to work. By the help of spies, George finds
her and offers her his home again, an independent income, end even
privacy of her own room. Clare's pride and her repugnance for him
make her refuse. George, in revenge, starts divorce proceedings and
demands high costs from Malise. This ruins Malise socially and eco-
nomically" and he loses his love for Clare. Rather than embarrass
him further, she leaves. iVhen next seen, she is sitting at a. table
in "The Gascony" restaura.nt on Derby Day, neatly dressed, but with
no money. A young man makes advances to her and she is about ready
to yield to him when another asks her to have supper with him on the
next evening. She rea.lizes then the desperate nature of her situation,
a.ndtakes poi$on.
These plays have six points very much in common. In the first
place, no one of the three main characters was inherently vicious or
at all oriminally inclined. Falder came to grief because he was too
chivalrously generous; Faith Bly had youth's natural craving for the
joy of life; Clare felt that she had been imprisoned and needed fresh
22John Galsworthy, ·Windows, Act III.
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air. In ordinary circumstances, all might have led happy, useful.
self-respecting lives. Secondly, heredity had much to do with the
troubles of all three. Falder came from a consumptive family and
was weakly neurotic from the beginning. Faith had no mother to look
after her, and her father (who was usually drunk) taught her to give
free play to her impulses and instincts. Clare's father was a country
rector who made the home "too moral" to be enjoyable. Third, all
three were seriously handicapped by the lack of money. Fourth, in
all three, temperament and upbringing combined to bring about a false
step. Fifth. in each there is some sympathetic bystander. but in
each, he comes too late to arrest the process of deterioration.
Lastly, in all three cases, the en<;i.s tragic. The plays bring a
severe indictment against human justice and on the general harshness
of the wor Ld,
The plays suggest that the atmosphere of a law court may be
unduly callous, professional. and inhumane. There is an implied
complaint that, as soon as a wrong has been done, no matter how
thoughtlessly or L~ulsively, the retribution that follmvs is swift,
merciless, and out of proportion to the offense committed. After
the offender is actually put in jail, the treatment is unreasonably
harsh, also. It is interesting to note that there was some refor-
mation in the prison system follOWing the production of Justice.
Galsworthy also indicted man's inhumanity to n~n in these plays.
1Nhen the unfortunate are released from prison, people will not ac-
cept them on fair or reasonable terms. Sooiety is too hard on those
who ca.nnot fit in perfectly with the conditions imposed by conven-
tions. As N~lise said to Clare,
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This great damned world, and--you! Listen! (The sound of
the traffic far dOM~ below is audible in the stillness.)
Into that! alone - helpless - without money. The men who
work with you; the men you make friends of - d'you think
they'll let you be? The men in the streets, staring at
you, stopping you - pudgy, bull-necked brutes; devils with'
hard eyes; senile swi.ne, and the 'chivalrous' men, like me,
who don't;mean you harm, but can't help seeing that you're
made for love! Or suppose you don't take cover but struggle
on in the open. Society! The respectable! The pious!
Even those who love you! Will they let you be? Hue and ory!
The hunt was joined the moment you broke away! It will never
let up! Covert to covert--till they've run you dawn and
you're baok in the cart, and God pity you:23
Galsworthy felt the individual should not be unduly restricted by
society when seeking freedom for self-expression in harmless ways;
and believed that society should try to comply with the needs of in-
dividuals who compose it.
HaVing studied some of the oourses of social deterioration,
there is the question of what can be done to reclaim the victims. In
The Pigeon, GalSYfOrthy brings in this problem. Wellwyn is an amiable
but untidy artist who lives with his daughter, Ann, and v~~oloves
people. He is always ready to give his money or cards with his ad-
dress to those who tell him sad tales. Naturally, he is often de-
frauded and is usually on the brink of poverty himself. Three ex-
amples are given of the kind of people who prey on him and make a
pigeon of him, all coming on Christmas 1ve. First is 1trs.Megan~
a flm,er-seller who is having a hard time since she is Welsh, and
is married to a Roman Catholic Atheist who is Irish. 'Wellwynpities
her# gives her clothes. and arranges a bed for her in the model's
dressing rornnadjoining his studio. Next is Ferrand, a French inter-
prater whom Wellwyn had met in Paris and who keeps saying life is "too
23Jo1m Galsworthy, The Fugitive. Act II.
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strong" for him. He also is given clothes and lodging. Tinnny, an
old cabby, then enters, drunk" but "froze to dea'bh ;" All three stay
there, but Nellwyn cannot decide what to do with them. He calls in
three social reformers, a Clergyman" a professor who thinks we should
support the state in helping the undeserving" and a Justice of the
Peace (who thinks we should support the private organizations in as-
sisting tho deserving). They argue so over it that they oompletely
lose sight of the individual problem and are no help at all. Mean-
while" the three like 'Nellwyn" but they continue to take his help
without offering to do anything.
and Timmy steals all of Wellwyn's
Ferrand makes love to Mrs. Megan.
rum. No solution can be found for
them. 'I'hen Mrs. Megan tries to commit suicide by drowning" is rescued,
and prosecuted for the attempt. Ann finally revolts and says they must
move to a place the parasites cannot find. The closing scene shows
V[ellwyn tipping the furniture movers three times. and giving the
three parasites his cards with his new address.
GalS"lfOrthywas noting that all three of these were condemned
and shul~ed by society for doing what they would be freely entitled to
do" and even ad.rniredfor doing if they had happened to belong to a
different social station. The Pigeon also suggests that the poor and
unfortunate have an intense dislike and even a horror of reformatory
insti·l:;utions.A very obvious moral of the play is the futility of
attempting to deal with social aberrations on a basis of abstract
theory or general prinCiple without taking note of the individual
involved. Professional reformers too often have theories" but lack
humanity; other s have enough humanity. but lack judgment.
CHAPTER V
THE TRAGEDY OF IDEALISM
Next, there are the dramatic themes bound up with the tragedy
of idealism. Grant the impulse of idealists and reformers to redeem
their fellows and raise them a little nearer to the stars, what is
likely to be the fruit of this altruistic ardor? Will the high-
souled deliverer succeed in his enterprise, or will he be crucified
for attempting it? Will he die a mere visionary and dreamer or will
he learn through suffering to harness his energies to the best avail-
able practical means of service? Galsworthy found that dramas of
absorbing interest could,be constructed from themes like these.
Two of his plays dealt with what may be called the tragedy
of idealism. Both represent the conflict that will take pLaco when
a man of high principle and firm conviction finds himself confronted
by forces of worldliness that attempt to bully him into oompromise
or surrender. The individual is pitted against society. In The Mob
we see the consequences which result from advocating a policy of na-
tional righteousness in time of war. In A Bit 0' Love we see the
consequences which result from acting upon a policy of absolute per-
sonal forgiveness in time of peace.
The central figure in The Mob is forty year old Stephen More
who has been a Member of Parliament for Toulmin for nine years. He
ocgupies the position of Under-Secretary of State, and has good pros-
pec·bs of being raised to Cabinet rank. But More is an idealist who
holds strong views on the subject of national righteousness, and will
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not change from his principles for anybody. At this time, it happens
that England is on the point of declaring war which More thinks is
vITong. He believes his country is about to attack a small and weak
state simply for purposes of self-aggrandizement, and he is resolved
to denounce such all action in the House of Commons. This causes him
difficulty. His wife's father, Sir John Julian, is a General who has
served in the army for fifty years. His wife's uncle, the Dean of
Stour, is a parson with ardent views on military patriotism. His
wife's newly-married brother, Herbert Julian, is an army officer who
is among the first to be sent out in the service of his country. Two
other brothers, RaLph and George, are already at the front. In spite
of these domestic difficulties, hm~ever, and even though he lcn~lS it
will ruin his promising political career, More goes to the House of
Conmons and insists on giving his speech of protest after the English
troops have crossed the frontier and been badly checked in the first
encounter.
He immediately becomes the center of fierce attacks and accu-
sations. He is called many names; he is told that it is his duty to
support his country whether right or wrong; the individual citizen
has no more right to criticize his country for what it does, than he
has to judge God; it is sometimes necessary to chastise lawless coun-
tries and defeat them for their own good; higher civilizations always
tend to swallow lower ones, and the more power and territory England
possesses, the better it is for all the world; the men who criticize
public policy at such a time are weakening the national war effort and
are friends of every oountry but their own. To all these arguments
More answer-s that it is the duty of a big nation not to attack a
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little one warrbon.l.y, but re.ther to protect it, or at least to let it
alone. He says it is because he does love his country tl~t he feels
bound to speak out when it does wrong. He says the only difference
betv,een himself and the men in the trenches is that he is fighting for
the country of the future~ of whose higher standards of morality and
justioe he believes himself to be the trustee.
This stiffening attitude naturally inflames the rage of
More's enemies even more. He is forced to resign his position in the
House of Conunons. 1ifuenhe appeals to the people themselves, he is
mobbed. Returning home with his head cut open by some flying missile,
after his six weeks' speech making campaign, he finds that even his
wife Katherine has turned against him. Next he learns ths.tHerbert
Julian has been killed, and More is made to feel partly responsible
for the grief that falls on the family. Even the servants will have
nothing to do with him. More I s wife and child depart from him and he
is left alone in front of an angry mob whioh blasphemes him. Rather
than submit tamely to this repression of reason and humanity by brute
force he replies,
You __ Mob -_ are the most contemptible thing under the sun.
o • • • You are the thing that pelts down the weak; kicks
women; howls down free speech. Brains--you have nonel
Spirit--not a ghost of it! If you are not meanness, there's
no such thing. • • • • My country is not yours. Mine is
that great COUl1try~~ich shall never take toll from the
weakness of others.
At these words, an ugly rush is made for him, and in the scuffle that
follows, More is killed by a girl holding a Boy Scout's knife.
The curtain falls and rises again to reveal a granite pedestal
24John Galsworthy, The Mob, Act IV.
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erected to the memory of Stephen More in a London square. Inscribed
on the monument are the words "Faithful to his ideal."
Although the play seems to reflect the high tension and excited
feeling during the early part of the first 1rVor1dWar ~ H is interesting
and remarkable to learn that it was written in 1913 and actually pro-
duced before the war began. The Mob is a study of the eternal warfare
always being vmged betvieen fidelity to principle and worldly compro-
mise. More belongs to the company of idealists who are first cruci-
fied. and then glorified and made saintly.
Michael Stra.ngway~ in A Bit 0' Love is an amiable ~ gentle,
young curate who lives in the village in the West of Eng.Land- He is
a forgiving soul~ fond of flute music, and in many ways resembles St.
Francis of Assisi" a lover of birds and flowers to whom Strangway was
devoted. When we first meet him, he is conducting a confirmation class
in the course of which he frees from its cage an imprisoned lark which
one of the girls had brought with her. At the sound of a distant
cuckoo he raises his head and goes off into an absent-minded reverie;
for Strangway is married and his wife Beatrice has been unfaithful to
him. He married her eighteen months before, when in a London parish.
and since coming to Devonshire, she has gone off to live with a former
lover. Dr. Desart. the only man she ever really cared for. Beatrice
herself presently appears and earnestly begs him. for her sake and
her lover's, to grant her release and not insist on the publicity and
disgrace of divorce proceedings. Strangvmy~ after his experience with
the lark. cannot but let her go, though it breaks his heart to do so.
Immediately after losing his wife by desertion, he is called upon to
console and encourage Jack Cremer, a village rustic, who has lost his
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wii'e by death.
The news of what has happened quickly gets about and is dis-
cussed everywhere ~ from the drawing-room of N;rs.Bradmere ~ the rector's
wii'e, to the bar of the village i~n. The general view is that Strang-
way is a cowardly" chicken-hearted person. Had he been a man, and
not a cowar-d, he would have stood up to Dr. Desart i'ormeddling with
his vrif'e. This vienv is conf'irmedwhen a sentimental poem written by
Strangvfay is discovered and read aloud amid the laughter of those as-
sembled in the bar. That the curate is certainly no weakling, what-
ever else he may be, is proved when he himself enters the public
house on his way to church and throws -Jar-Land, his accuser, through
the wi.ndow and onto a cucumber- i'rame.
Strangway thus i'indshimself~ like Stephen More, surrounded
by people who completely misjudge and slander him. They feel he has
no passions, no fighting. They cannot see that in the spiritual
struggle going on within him~ his soul is being torn to pieoes.
Strangvvay's first intention is to leave the village and go elsewhere,
but he afterwards decided that it will be better for everybody if he
takes his own life. He feels that he cannot be a clergyman when he
has come to doubt whether there is a God or not. Therefore, he goes
into a barn on a moonlight night, suspends a rope from one of the
beams, and makes a noose in it. 1\vopeople, however, prevent him from
carrying out his purpose. One is Tibby Jarland, a member of his con-
i'irmation class, whom he finds curled up in the hay fast asleep, and
who, by her artless prattle restores him to the love of Nature. The
other is Jack Cremer, the bereaved husband whom he formerly berrLended,
and who now~ by reminding him of his m~ previous advice to play the
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man, restores him to the love of Humanity.
Superficially, the plays seem to have nothing in common.
More is a member of Parliament, Strangway is a clergyman. More lives
among crowds and is confronted by the tumult and violence of city
life; Strangway lives in the courrbr-y, amid peaceful and beautiful
scenery. More's trouble arises out of war; Strangway's trouble arises
out of love ..
But underneath the ~vo plays, there is a strong resemblance.
Both More and Strangvmy are idealists who refuse to be coerced or to
lower their standards of conduct in order to please a tyrannical and
misunderstanding world. Both believe in the teaching of the Sermon
on the Mount, and make a real attempt to practice it in daily life.
More advocates a policy of absolute righteousness in international
relations, but he can convince neither Parlirunent nor the people of
its rightness. Strangway stands out for the forgiving element in
perfect love and is confronted by the antagonism of the village gos-
sip.
The chief distinction between The Mob and A Bit 0' Love lies
in the different conclusions. More can find no way to escape save
dea.th. Strangvray is brought to the point of suicide, but he is saved
from it at the last moment by a child and a bereaved rustic who
showed him "a bit 0' love. II Strang;vmy is led on the path of human
service and thus receives his "haloll in his lifetime; More's is de-
layed until -che next generation. There is something to admire i11
both, but Stran~vay's motive is surely the most ideal of the two.
Galsworthy leads us to believe that idealism is good up to a point
but should not be pressed too far. As Nirs.lvlarohsaid in Windovvs:
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"Ideals lead into the soup. And the purer they are, the hotter the
soup. Don't have idealsl Have vision, just simple visionln25 If
More erred ..he erred because of his pride. Strangway sucoeeded be-
cause he follmved love.
25John Ge.Lswor-bhy .. 1i~·indovvs..Act III.
CHAPTER VI
CASTE FEELING
Lastly, there are instances of social tragedy which arise
out of caste feeling. In this case, interest is centered not on an
individual, but 011 a class, or the ideals of a class, loyalty to which
implies antagonism to some other class. Under this comes all that is
involved in the struggle between Capital and Labor, between the old
landm~ing aristocracy and the new manufacturing bourgeoisie~ or be-
tvreen othervvise conflicting groups in a single social conununity.
Galsworthy felt that many of their most grievous troubles arise from
the characteristic English way of placing class against olass. In
The Eldest Son the caste feeling of a country family collides with
morality. In The Skin Game caste feeling in the landovming class
fights against that of the manufacturing class. Strife shows the
struggle of Capital and Labor. Loyalties concernsthe conflict of
various forms of caste feeling with one another. Old English is the
study of a personal representative of caste feeling, in its strength
and in its weakness. On the other hand, kindness is commended as a
corrective of caste feeling in The Foundations. l~d in Escape,
various forms of caste feeling are overcome by the spirit of sympathy
and humanity.
Conservative, aristocratic, old Sirv"iilliam Cheshire in The
Eldest Son comes from an old country fronilyand is proud of it. He
is very angry when he hears that his under-keeper Dunning has got
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Rose Taylor, a young girl from the village, in trouble, so Dunning is
dismissed. Soon it appeared, however, that Sir William's eldest son,
Bill, had done the same thing to his mother's maid, Freda. Hose
1'aylor insists on claiming Dunning, and they are finally married;
Freda, on the other hand, is willing to give up Bill, but Bill will
not hear of it. He wants to marry her and go to Canada, leaving the
inheritance of the estate to his younger brother, Harold. The family.
however, will not stand for that. Sir William is incensed a.tthe idea
of the latest descendent of a family that comes down from the thir-
teenth century marrying his mother's maid. Consequently, he forbids
the marriage on penalty of complete disinherita.nce. Freda, however,
rejects Bill's proposition rather than caUse so much unhappiness. Her
father, outraged, tells Sir vYilliam, "I'll have no charity mar-r i.age in
my family. ,,26
The real theme of the play is expressed by Dot Cheshire when
she says "Morality in one eye and your title in the other.,,27 When
that is the case, strong f~mily traditions and caste feelings are al-
most certain to prevail over consoience and morality. In the play
we find that romantic love, when it runs counter to strong caste
prejudices, may be sweet--for a while. But it is a destructive pas-
sion and is almost inevitably bound in the end to give way to the force
of class feeling and dominating social interests. at the cost of much
suffering and loss. The Eldest Son contrasts the codes of ethics re-
quired of the poor and of the rich.
26John Galsworthy. The Eldest Son, Act III.
27Ibid•
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In The Skin Game, caste feeling finds its antagonist in vul-
garity rather than morality. The conflict between a representative
of the landowning gentry and a representative of the newly rich manu-
facturing class. Hillcrist is a very humane landowner, but he makes
no attempt to develop his property; he lives by his traditions, and is
a perfect English gentleman. Hornblmver is a pottery manufacturer who
has bought some of Hillcrest's land, and noV{wants an adjoining piece
called the Centry, on which he plans to build a large factory which
will ruin the Hillcrist property. Hornblower believes this factory
will bring wealth and prominence to the village, and consequently
bring him social recognition. This idea is particularly revolting to
Mrs. Hillerist who dislikes Hornblower and utterly ignores his dau-
ghter-in-law Chloe, his elder son's wife. So there is a struggle
between the two families, the burning issue being the Centry; they
agree to playa "skin game. II However , Jill Hillcrist and Rolf Horn-
blovver, the younger son, try to stop the quarrel so that they may
carryon their love affairs in peace, but to no avail. Both parties
stoop to Low methods, but through trickery, Hornblmver buys the Centry
at an auction, for a tremendous price. 1{lrS. Hillerist is determined
to have revenge; she learns that Chloe had been "a woman who went
with men to get them their divorcesu28 before her marriage. She
threatens to make this public unless Hornblower sells them the Centry
for a very low price. In the end, Hornblower gives in, but has his
name sullied after all, and all his social aspirations are ruined.
Hillcrist also feels besmirched by the quarrel; his wife had not
28John Galsworthy, The Skin Game, Aot III, Soene I.
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played fairly, and he had been guilty of falsehood. Chloe's chances
for happiness (for she had reformed) are gone, and her husband is
terribly hurt. Hillcrist put it well when he said, lIWhenwe began
this fight, our hands were clean--are they clean now? iVhat'sgen-
tility worth if it can't stand fire?" Mr. Ga.Lswor+hy has shown us
the futility of this kind of struggle. Neither party really won, and
each suffered extreme moral degeneration, as well as losses of other
kinds.
In Strife, capitalistic caste feeling encounters the class
consciousness and revolt of Labor. The chief protagonists are not
groups but individuals; yet they interest us because they represent
slowly evolved social forces of great magnitude and importance whose
coming together is full of excitement and danger. Strife is a. social
tragedy. The whole action takes place between noon and six on one
February afternoon. The irrestible force meets the immova.bleobject.
At the opening, we are in a meeting of the Board of Directors, pre-
sided over by the relentless Anthony who l~s won four strikes and
expects to win this one. He believes labor and capital are mortal
enemies and must fight to a finish; he will hear of no compromise.
:Mr.Anthony has all the strength that comes from absolute convictions.
The leader of the strike, Roberts, also believes in fighting to a
finish. He feels the whole cause of hurn.anityis at stake. The next
scene is in the kitchen of Rober+s ' cottage where is shown the suf-
fering of helpless women. Then comes the meeting of the strikers;
in the midst of Roberts' eloquent speech, word is brought to him
that his wife is dead. Anthony and Roberts both lose in the end--
each is outvoted by his own party. A compromise is arranged under
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the precise terms which were proposed before the struggle began.
Thus all the sacrifices were in vain; the only thing learned was
the futility of strife. The duel comes to a close with the two
beaten champions staring dully a.teach other with a kind of stupified
respect. The parallelism of the play is perfect; each had a personal
reason for continuing the strife; each had a reason arising from class
consciousness; and each had a reason which may be called patriotic.
The play seems to suggest that it is the leaders of the parties who
continue and prolong the strikes--that the rest would soon negotiate
settlements if they could. Strife is a study of nemesis--of men going
too far with their offended prides, violence, and extremism, and
finally being chastized.
Loyalties opens with the alarm caused in the country house
of Charles and Lady Adela Winsor by the report that a robbery has
been committed on one of their guests, deLevis, a rich young Jmv.
Other guests were GenerEtICanynge; Margaret Orrne, a society girl;
Ronald Dancy, a retired army captain and D. S. 0., and his wife 1~bel.
Dancy has a grudge against deLevis because the latter had sold a horse
which Dancy had given him to keep (since he could not afford it). It
now appears that deLevis had lost the money given him for the horse.
The police are summoned; they make an inspection, but without result.
DeLevis suspects Dancy, who flatly denies the guilt. Three weeks
later. deLevis was blackballed from the Jockey Club; blaming Dancy's
friends for this, he takes up his charge against Dancy in court.
Guilt is finally definitely traced to the aooused, whose friends want
him to run away to Morocco. In a fine scene, Dancy tells Mabel of
his guilt and she agrees to stand by him. She is shielding him from
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the police when a shot is heard in the next room and Dancy is found
dead.
In Loyalties, all the characters are true to what they believe
to be the best traditions of the class to which they belong. Noblest
of all the loyalties, however. is that of Mabel to her husband. The
chief moral of the play is expressed by Margaret Orme , "Keep faithl
We've all done that. It's not enough. Loyalty to one's class comes
short of what is required of us. Only sympathy and cooperation
unite.,,29
Old English is a oharaoter study of Sylvanus Heythorp, the
old chairman of "The Island Navigation Company." He is shown in re-
lation to his creditors, his fellow directors, his daughter Adela,
and a woman, Rosamund Larne, the wife of his only but illegitimate
son. As his old friend, Joe Pill~ wants to leave the shipping busi- l/~
ness, Heythorp persuades his own company to buy Pillin' s ships, in
return for which he receives a secret commission to be legally
settled on his grandchildren--the children of Rosamund Larne. A
crafty lawyer learns of this and blackmails Heythorp. Realizing
that he stands no chance, the old man treats himself to a last feast
before resigning the directorships which alone keep him independent.
This banquet proves too much for him, and we never knoW"whether his
death was deliberate or not. Heythorp is the personal embodiment of
caste feeling. and is interesting to us in that respect.
The Foundations is the most amusing and instructive of Gals-
worthy's plays. Lord and Lady Dromondy. who are luxuriously served
29Jolm Galsworthy, Loyalties, Act III.
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by four footmen_ a butler$ and other servants~ live in a palatial
residence in Park Lane. In the wine cellar of the mansion is dis-
covered what looks very much like a bomb. The times are revolutionary~
and it is supposed to have been left there by a plumber~ Bob Le:mm:y~
who lives with his old mother~ a seamstress~ in Bethnal Green. The
very rich and the very poor are thus brought together, and the in-
terest of the play is derived, not from the story which is ridiculous,
but from the views which the various characters hold regarding life
in general and the revolutionary situation in particular. The gen-
eral moral to be drawn is that no social order can be secure whioh
rests, as do ours at present upon a basis of extreme poverty and
sweated labor. Caste feeling in all olasses of society must be over-
come through the spirit of comradeship and mutual understanding.
Escape shmvs us that could we but put ourselves in the place
of others, and act aocordingly, many of our difficulties would vanish.
Mark Denant, once a soldier and gentleman, but now a convict serving
five years for manslaughter,' escapes from jail on a foggy October
afternoon. He meets with a young married woman, a jUdge, a picnio
party, a man and his wife taking a walk, some laborers and a farmer,
tw"omaiden ladies, and finally a parson. In nearly all of them, hu-
manity prevails over prejudice or caste feeling. He finally took
refuge in a church, putting the parson in a dilemma; either he must
deliver the convict to the law, or be false to his sense of humanity~
or he must screen the convict and be false to the truth and his honor
as a olergyman. Denant solves the difficulty by offering himself up,
since he understood the parson's position. Gal5Worthy illustrates
finely his gospel of imaginative sympathy and faith in the naturally
loving spirit of hun~nity. Here indeed was charity.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIon
What must chiefly impress the reader of the plays just examined
is the prevailing restlessness and complexity of Gal~orthy's world.
There are very few sunny tracts or smiling landscapes. All is strife,
tumult, and agitation. The individual is distracted between the
claims of his ideal and the claims of his family. The family is
divided against itself, so that a man's worst foes are often those
of his awn household. The ties that bind wife to husband, children
to parents, are strained to the utmost, if not broken. Loyalty to
onets class involves one in ruinous complications with the members
of other classes. Society falls apart into hostile camps. Privacy
fights for its life against the invasion of a prying public. Fraudu-
lent finanoe hurts the whole world.
In general, it may be said that the tension, friction, and
injustice here revealed spring from a principle of insufficiently
checked self-interest. Galsworthy's world is that produced naturally
by a century of individualism and eoonomic freedom--a world which is
now fighting for its life. We have an aggregate of warring persons,
and of groups of persons, which has not yet become a social organism,
and which has not developed sufficiently its conwunal consoiousness
and ethics.
The people who find themselves at cross-purposes with such a
society are not necessarily, in tho first instance at least, of a
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criminal or rebellious nature. They may simply be those whose in-
stinctive tendencies are wholly different from those of the majority.
Instea.d of being dominated by possessive dispositions, which society
rewards, they n~y be ruled by creative, imaginative, and artistic
dispositions, which society misunderstands, undervalues, and condemns.
Their one desire may be for freedom and spontaneity of self-expression,
rather than for the aocumulation of wealth. As such, they find the
social order organized against them; their instincts are thwarted at
every turn. Finding no outlet in the ordinary relationships of life.
their cravings turn inward and become embittered, perverted, and de-
praved. The freedom-Iovine; individual really becomes a rebel. He is
oompelled to develop these qualities which set him in opposition to
the society around him in self-defense.
The strange thing about the whole process is that no one is
definitely responsible for this state of things. The v~ong and suf-
fering socially produced cannot be brought home to any single indivi-
dual at any particular sta.ge. The individual members of the vast
mechanism of society are for the most part humane and well-disposed,
yet because each is self centered and unimaginative, their combined
action becomes cruel and unjust. In such cases the victim of injust-
ice struggles helplessly against mighty agencies that are too strong
for him. He is borne to his doom, not by any ultimate or external
power which we may call fate, but by complica.ted social and economic
forces which we all help to create, yet for whioh no one is indivi-
dually and directly responsible, and whicll statesmen and legislators
are practically powerless to control. The final result is social
wastage, devitalization, despair, and death.
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Vve find, then~ in Galsworthy's plays a state of social
misery and unrest, largely brought about by (a) unbalanced personal
egoism and group self-centredness; (b) undue dominance of the ao-
quisitive and possessive dispositions in the wielding of social
power, the determining of social judgments, and the allocation of
social punishments and rewards; and (c) the general laok of imagin-
ative sympathy and a communal sense of the social organism as a whole.
What are some of the remedies which, in Galsworthy's world, we find
brought forward for the improvement of these evils?
There is little in the plays to suggest that much help is to
be expected from politics. 'fhegeneral feeling seems "1:;0 be that the
State is ineffective in providing the individual with the justice and
security which are necessary for the ordering of a good life. After
all~ political measures, as instruments of reform, cannot be in ad-
vance of the publio opinion they express; and it is evident that
Galsworthy, who in any case is an artist with visions rather than a
politician with praotical suggestions, feels that a new spirit must
be oreated in society itself before it will be possible to give that
spirit embodiment in laws and institutions.
From education, at least as it is now organized there is
little to be expected also. In Galsworthy ,splays, the typical
product of modern elementary education is Little Aida~ in ~
Poundab i.ons, who can recit Blake'S poetry in a broad Goclmey accerrb,
and who has learned a little about playing the piano, but who has
never been taught to sew or to love her neighbor, and who spends
every penny she gets on the "movies." John Builder complains that
he has spent great sums on the education of Athene and Maud, and the
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only reward he gets is that they go away and leave him. At the other
end of the scale, the public school system is condemned of being a
too pcwrerful buttress of the social prejudicel snobbery, and caste
feeling which Galsworthy deplores.
Neither do the plays encourage us to look to philanthropy as
a remedy for social ends. Philanthropy may be well-meaning. It may
gratify the vanity of benevolent persons, and act as a soothing bribe
to the discontented; but it is apt to postpone or evade justice, and
to demoralize both him who gives and him who takes. The destitute
characters in The Pigeon are willing to fleece philanthropists, but
it is not philanthropy they really want, especially when it takes the
form of penal institutions or the desire to impart to them middle-
class notions of morality. What they ask for is sympathy and under-
standing and freedom to live their comparatively harmless lives in
their own way.
Wor is organized religion much help. The clergymen who appear
in CTalsworthy's plays are feeble and incompetent with the exception
of the parson in Escape and Michael Strang'l'myin A Bit 0' Love. This
consistency of representation cannot be wholly accidental. Maud, in
A Family Man, was probably right when she said, "There's only one
thing wrong with Christians--they aren't. 1130 The ethios of Christian
religion are fine, but they should be practised constantly and not
allowed to remain mere ethics.
In default of all these failings, what has Galsworthy to offer?
The distinctive service of imaginative art. Galsworthy was not
30John Galsworthy, A Family Man, Act II.
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primarily a philosopher, a politician, or a theologian. He was ~1
artist. with an artist's vision and an artist's method and medium of
expression. He felt that art tends to reconcile the individual with
~he universal. by exciting in him impersonal emotion. This art would
bring about the charity and understanding on the part, not only of a
few but of everybody. It would correct much of the unhappiness in the
world tOday. It lies all about us, ready for use. Its form is often
different, but the artist, the man who really wants to help humanity.
Can find and use it. Wordsworth aptly expressed these sentiments when
he said, "The charities that soothe and heal and bless. lie scattered
at the feet of men like flowers. 11 They are there, ready and willing
for the charitable man to use them.
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